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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

December 30, 2021, Joe Rogan interviewed Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA gene

transfer technology. YouTube and Twitter promptly deleted the interview and mainstream media

published a rash of articles attacking Malone and Rogan in the most disparaging terms possible.

In addition to censoring Malone, Google has also been caught red-handed manipulating search

results such that Malone’s Rogan interview won’t show up when searching for “mass formation

psychosis.”  That search term also won’t give you any of the interviews given by psychologist

Mattias Desmet, who was the Urst to use that term as a diagnosis for why so many are buying an

obviously Vawed, if not ridiculous, COVID narrative.

In response to the obvious Big Tech censorship, Congressman Troy Nehls, R-Texas, entered the

transcript of the podcast (the Joe Rogan Experience #1757 ) into the Congressional Record with

the following statement:

“By deplatforming Dr. Robert Malone for voicing opposition and removing the interview,

Twitter and YouTube are once again proving that they don’t work for their users but for

big Pharma, big media, and the elites.

When we stray away from our core principles of freedom of speech, freedom of

expression, and freedom of debate, democracy is lost. Today, I entered the transcript of

the Joe Rogan Experience #1757 into the Congressional Record to preserve the podcast

forever. Big Tech may be able to censor information on their own platforms, but they

cannot censor the Congressional Record.”

Malone Permanently Banned From Twitter

Malone had been permanently banned from Twitter the day before, December 29, 2021. He

suspects his ban was triggered by one of the two last posts he made. One was a link to the

Canadian COVID Care Alliance’s website,  with the comment:

“PNzer 6 month data which shows that PNzer's Covid-19 inoculations cause more illness

than they prevent. Plus, an overview of the PNzer trial Taws in both design and

execution.”

The video, featured on the Canadian COVID Care Alliance’s website, reviews that PUzer data. We

will feature this excellent video later and go into far more details of how they exposed the fraud

of PUzer’s clinical COVID jab trial.

The other tweet that might have triggered the ban was a post about how the World Economic

Forum manages global media in a lockstep fashion. Either way, Malone was permanently banned

from the social media platform either for highlighting PUzer’s own science — the very science

we’re told to “trust” — or highlighting the WEF’s central role in the global censorship campaign.

Mainstream Media Are Losing the Information War

Interestingly, Rogan has become something of a key workaround to the universal mainstream

media censorship. While Malone lost 512,000 followers on Twitter when they suspended his

account, it’s rumored his interview with Rogan has garnered some 50 MILLION views across

alternative free-speech platforms.  As noted in a January 3, 2022, ZeroHedge article:

“... nowadays when you make it on JRE, you’ve oUcially ‘made it.’ Putting aside the

obvious irony of Twitter attempting to ban somebody and the person in question going

viral as a result, I also thought about how, despite the fact that Malone’s opinions put him

at odds with the mainstream media ... Joe Rogan launched him past the usual media

suspects and into the real ‘mainstream’ ...

[In] 2022, the mainstream media as we know it today (CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, etc.) is

going to be forced to change its narrative on COVID. The idea of the media being forced

to change its tune on Covid is something I touched upon a couple of days ago when I

wrote about the Omicron variant and how the media is creating a mass hysteria mountain

out of a mole hill.

But after listening to Dr. Robert Malone‘s well reasoned arguments, delivered for three

straight hours, concisely and calmly, it became clear to me that the entire mainstream

media machine could wind up falling at the hands of content creators like Joe Rogan.

Rogan generates so many views and has grown so quickly — strictly because he allows

open dialogue, civil discourse and approaches things with honest intent ... One issue for

media and political elites to consider is the fact that Rogan has supporters on both sides

of the aisle.

These supporters watch him because he routinely touches on topics that are considered

faux pas or irreverent ... Rogan has thrived, whether intentionally (bringing on people

speciNcally because they are being censored) or unintentionally (shooting the shit with

people he Nnds interesting), from the start, by shining light in the dark areas that the

mainstream media refuses to discuss.”

While Malone’s Twitter feed has been erased, you can still follow him on Gab, GETTR and

Substack. A Gab mirror with the last 400 tweets from Malone’s Twitter feed is also available.

January 2, 2022, when Rogan joined GETTR, he urged his 7.8 million Twitter followers to join him

there “in case s**t over at Twitter gets even dumber.”

Cliff Notes From the Rogan Interview

Many Rogan fans agree that Malone’s interview is among the best interviews Rogan has ever

done. I know, many of you are saying to yourself, I don’t have three hours to watch this interview.

Well, let me encourage you to Und the time. If 50 million people have watched this video, it is

likely you could Und the time.

Trust me on this one. You won’t regret it. It is such a pure joy and pleasure to listen to Malone’s

relaxed, eloquent, masterfully precise language as he destroys the mainstream COVID narrative.

You can watch it in bits and pieces, but this is clearly the best interview Malone has done and is

on par with the Peter McCullough interview with Rogan a few weeks ago.

“ If it’s not OK for me to be part of the
conversation ... who can be allowed? ~ Dr. Robert
Malone”

As explained by Malone, he has been involved in vaccine development and distribution for more

than three decades, and played a crucial role in the development of the very technology that the

PUzer and Moderna COVID shots are based upon, so “If it’s not OK for me to be part of the

conversation ... who can be allowed?” Malone asked.

Indeed, as noted by Rogan, with its ban of Malone, Twitter basically banned “one of the most

qualiUed people in the world to talk about vaccines.” Malone said he has attorneys looking at

potentially Uling some sort of lawsuit over the ban.

Of course, mainstream media and “fact checkers” (now legally deUned by recent Facebook

litigation as opinion promoters) call him a liar for saying he invented the mRNA technology

currently used, but his name on 10 patents proves otherwise.

"No one can dispute that I played a major role in this tech," Malone said. "And virtually all

other voices that have that background have Nnancial conTicts of interest. I think I'm the

only one that doesn't. I'm not getting any money out of this."

Some of the cliff notes from Malone’s interview include the following:

Government responses — Malone believes the U.S. government is “out of control” and

“lawless” in their COVID response and that their actions have resulted in, probably, half a

million excess deaths. COVID jab mandates are “explicitly illegal” as the shots are

experimental. What’s more, people are not getting the information they need to be able to

make an informed decision about the risks they’re taking by participating in this experiment.

Social psychology of the times — Malone believes the irrational behavior we’re witnessing is

the result of “mass formation psychosis,” a societal diagnosis Urst presented by Desmet at

the end of 2021.

Natural immunity — Natural immunity is more robust than “vaccine” induced immunity, and

people with natural immunity also have a higher risk of adverse events from the COVID jab.

COVID jab risks — Malone actually took the Moderna shot, thinking it might help with some

long-COVID symptoms he was having after getting seriously ill with COVID-19 in February

2020. He says he suffered some side effects from the shot, but that those effects have since

resolved.

Malone expresses concern about post-jab myocarditis rates and the possibility of fertility

problems. When it comes to reproductive health, he warns that the lipid nanoparticles in the

COVID shots can have adverse effects on the ovaries.

He also reviews how the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein can cause blood clots, regardless of

whether they come from natural infection or the COVID jab, and how the spike protein can

disrupt the blood-brain-barrier.

Malone believes the reason some experience no or few adverse effects from the COVID shot

has to do with phenotypic or genetic differences. He points out that diabetics and those with

high blood sugar levels tend to be more affected by spike protein effects, for example.

Suppression of early treatment — Early treatment with drugs such as hydroxychloroquine or

ivermectin is very effective and both drugs have also been safely administered for several

decades. The Chinese anti-COVID protocol, obtained by Malone in February 2020, actually

included hydroxychloroquine. When he got COVID-19, Malone also self-treated with

femotadine (Pepsid). He’s now leading a clinical trial to assess its usefulness in the treatment

of COVID.

Narrative management and global coordination of censorship — The Trusted News Initiative

led by the BBC is central to the censorship campaign, according to Malone. It labels anyone

who disagrees with the okcial narrative on vaccines as an “anti-vaxxer,” and suppresses

anything that goes against “approved” sources such as Dr. Anthony Fauci and the World

Health Organization.

He also points out that Thomson-Reuters, which has ties to PUzer, is a primary fact checker of

Twitter. Since they in part decide what’s allowed to be discussed on Twitter, PUzer has this

hidden inVuence as well (not to mention that James C. Smith, chairman of the Thomson

Reuters Foundation, also has been a director at PUzer and chair of their compensation

committee since 2014 ).

COVID jab ekcacy — Malone notes the window of effectiveness is ever shrinking, with some

studies, such as one from Denmark,  showing negative effectiveness against Omicron.

According to Malone, we’re administering a “mismatched vaccine” and driving the B and T

memory cells toward a virus that is no longer in circulation. His hypothesis for why the shots

stop working so quickly is because of this original antigenic sin. He explains:

“We've got a new pathogen [Omicron] but it's got a series of overlaps with the old

ones that we've seen before, and our immune system is biased to respond as if it's the

old one.

Now, to make matters worse, we're taking the spike protein — only one of the proteins

the dominant immunologically dominant protein — and we're jabbing everybody

multiple times, and driving memory cells and effector cells to a virus that is not the

one we're encountering.

So it could very well be that as you're taking more jabs, you're further skewing your

immune response in a way that's dysfunctional for infection to Omicron ... When you

see a signal this strong, it's saying something's going on you ought to pay attention to

it in my opinion.”

Malone Also on InfoWars After Rogan Interview

Malone also sat down with InfoWars reporter Kristi Leigh within days of his Twitter ban.  A

highlight reel  from the 80-minute interview is embedded above. In it, Malone described being

“multidimensionally red-pilled” by the current censorship. He also discusses his journey of

“coming to terms with what the World Economic Forum represents.”

Initially he resisted the idea that there was a global agenda underway aimed at stripping us of our

rights and freedoms. He thought The Great Reset was fantasy — until he started looking into

claims for himself and found this supposed “conspiracy theory” is fully documented and laid out

for the world to see on the WEF’s own website. “And then you see [the plan] deployed,” he says.

Malone’s Warning to Parents

In another recent interview with the WND,  Malone discussed two grassroots projects that he’s

gotten involved with. The Urst is the Unity Project, which opposes vaccine mandates, and the

second is the International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists, launched by the Global

COVID Summit.

Malone also highlighted the second Physicians Declaration  by the International Alliance of

Physicians and Medical Scientists, dated October 29, 2021, in an article for The Defender.

The declaration has been signed by more than 16,000 doctors and scientists, and states that

“healthy children shall not be subjected to forced vaccination” as their clinical risk from SARS-

CoV-2 infection is negligible and long term safety of the shots cannot be determined prior to such

policies being enacted.

Not only are children at high risk for severe adverse events, but having healthy, unvaccinated

children in the population is crucial to achieving herd immunity. The declaration also demands

that health agencies and institutions “cease interfering with physicians treating individual

patients.”

In the article, Malone also warned parents that the decision to inject their children is "irreversible,"

and that they need to be aware of "the scientiUc facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based

on the mRNA vaccine technology I created." Here’s an excerpt from that written warning:

“Before you inject your child — a decision that is irreversible — I wanted to let you know

the scientiNc facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine

technology I created.

There are three issues parents need to understand: The Nrst is that a viral gene will be

injected into your children’s cells. This gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike

proteins. These proteins often cause permanent damage in children’s critical organs,

including:

Their brain and nervous system.

Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots.

Their reproductive system.

This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system.

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are

irreparable:

You can’t Nx the lesions within their brain.

You can’t repair heart tissue scarring.

You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system.

This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of your

family.

The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel technology has not

been adequately tested. We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really

understand the risks. Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many

years later.”

Again, I urge you to listen to Malone’s interview with Rogan, embedded at the top of this article, in

its entirety. He covers a lot of ground, and does so in his calm and well-reasoned way. I can

conUdently assure you that you won’t have any regrets for making the time investment.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Unally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere

else. After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view

any missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion

of proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the Ught to protect our freedom

of speech and your right to take control of your health.



Access Dr. Mercola's Censored Library
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Censored mRNA Platform Inventor Tells All on Rogan Show
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December 30, 2021, Joe Rogan interviewed Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA gene transfer technology. YouTube and Twitter

promptly deleted the interview

(

Google has also been caught red-handed manipulating search results such that Malone’s Rogan interview won’t show up when searching for

“mass formation psychosis”

(

Malone was permanently banned from Twitter December 29, 2021, likely triggered by a post that included a video by the Canadian COVID

Care Alliance, which reviewed PUzer data showing the COVID jab causes more illness than it prevents, and that the PUzer trial was Vawed

both in design and construction

(

Alternatively, Malone may have been banned due to a post showing how the World Economic Forum controls the global media narrative(

A Physicians Declaration by the International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists, signed by more than 16,000 doctors and

scientists, states that “healthy children shall not be subjected to forced vaccination” as their clinical risk from SARS-CoV-2 infection is

negligible and long term safety of the shots cannot be determined prior to such policies being enacted
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“Malone believes the reason some experience no or few adverse effects from the COVID shot has to do with phenotypic or genetic

differences. He points out that diabetics and those with high blood sugar levels tend to be more affected by spike protein effects, for

example.” The other idea on this is that there are various batches of more dangerous or deadly “vaccines" scattered-in with supposedly

more benign batches.  The evidence indicates that their deployment is coordinated among the three main manufacturers, which

constitutes both “experiments within experiments” on a guinea-pig public, and also clear criminality. I’m sure others have posted this

information here, but just to underscore it:

Will Shocking Discovery End COVID Coup Now? www.activistpost.com/2022/01/will-shocking-discovery-end-covid-coup-no..   “Dr.

Wolfgang Wodarg shares with the Corona Investigative Committee the latest game-changing Undings by researcher Craig

Paardekooper (Kingston University, London). The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) data shows vaccine batches

are sequentially marked by varying toxicity. This has now been statistically graphed out and proves that the COVID vaccine

manufacturers worked in a coordinated fashion with the intent to purposely kill and maim. Reiner Fuellmich points out, once “intent”

has been proven, there is no immunity or liability protection for anyone involved in these crimes against humanity.”
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diabetics have sugar overload in their circulatory system - the thrombotic effects of the spike protein exacerbate the same

pressures - the organic balance is further skewed by this toxic intervention
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Darzoum the act of murder is when the individual in person, perhaps along with associates, deliberately, before the act of killing

someone else, takes actions which can clearly be seen as forethought to the act. Once they set into motion the creation of a

series of formulations of the treatment, so designed to produce different results post the treatment, from the benign to the

eventual death of the patient . . . they have committed an act of murder. Now add that the murders were not of a single individual;

but of perhaps, eventually, millions; certainly tens of thousands to this date; then we are dealing with a crime against humanity,

centred upon the need to earn vast proUts from the sale of the treatments. These are surely then the form of crime where the

death penalty has to be seen as the only answer . . . to bring these crimes to a dead stop? The secondary question being; when is

the International Criminal Court in the Hague going to bring actions against the murderers?
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Puzzling as to why the Western World is saturating its public with toxic brew. Yet, the "undeveloped world," as far as chasing the

material, mechanistic, & martial agendas are concerned are unfamiliar with tv's, stereos, in every room, two, three, four car

garages, closets full of the latest fad junk. Big empty houses stacked like Lego's across valuable food planes. Cleaning out much

of a "civilized" general public to replace them with new worker drones?

Regular run of the mill Vaccines causes similar problems & this is why what the Predator$ $tructure calls Vaccine Hesitancy is

leading to areas they do not want. Suppressed vaccine concerns like suppressed Covid data most likely was catching on in larger

numbers than they wanted or want us to know. And Vaccines/Jab/s are only a drop in the bucket if we add up all the offenders to

Our Lives, to Life itself in our Garden, Planet Earth.
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Yes Darzoum, Craig Paardekooper does make a compelling case for toxicity dosing carried out deliberately by the

pharmaceutical companies acting in cahoots.  You can follow his work on Facebook (Pharmaceutical Research).  Surely, now a

stop can be made to all of this criminality.  I am astounded that it is still continuing, although here in the UK there does seem to

be a 'feeling in the air' that those running the show seem to know that the game is up and that knowledge is now out there about

their heinous crimes against humanity.  I feel much more positive that things are slowing down, although I'm not sure whether it

is actually the end of it all as I suspect they'll start with the greenwashing agenda instead.  I am also praying that they pull the rug

on the mandatory vaccination of all NHS staff because this will almost certainly spell the end to the NHS as we know it here in

the UK.
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Diabetics have fewer ACE2 receptors. Let's clarify that statement a little. Type-2 Diabetes is simply the last stage of Insulin

Resistance (IR). Anyone that is IR will be overweight 99.99% of the time. It is why you hear on MSM that being overweight and

having high blood pressure are the #1 risk factors for bad covid-19 outcomes. MSM is known for not being able to see the forest

from the trees. That is a false statement to say being overweight is the #1 risk factor. You can be over weight and not have IR.

People with a waist-to-hip ratio less than 0.8, but are overweight probably are NOT IR, especially if they have normal blood

pressure.

In other words, you could be at a normal weight and still have IR. If you are a 6ft tall male that weighs under 180, but you have a

waist-to-hip ration of 1.2 (have no butt, have pencil legs/arms/neck, and have a slight beer belly) you are probably IR. If you Ut

this proUle and have high blood pressure you most likely have IR and probably are deUcient in ACE2. High Blood pressure is a

side effect of low ACE2. People with IR, which is most of the US population, have fewer ACE2 receptors. STATINS do nothing but

COMPOUND these issues by making you more IR! People on statins have even fewer ACE2 receptors! Sars-cov-2 attaches to

ACE2. The fewer you have the greater the chance of dying from Covid-19.
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Good link. The gut has been wondering right along how the Predator$ Info Machine has promoted get the Jab, as though it is all

the same thing, just get one. Yet there are multiple formulas & no exceptions as to who should be left out. Not even what should

be obvious, No Children, Teens or Young Adults. This Legal Team's research suggests taking - Any Vaccine - after this is suspect

as we must face the reality who knows what these Beast will play with next. Multiple formulas being used where only Big Pharma

has the information, no critical eyes, ears or voices need apply.
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David; thank you for pointing out the difference in batches. I have the breakdown in the original PDF. It looks as if some of the

links have already been deleted; although, there is still enough data to show the general toxicity, overall.

www.howbadismybatch.com/moderna.html  Obviously, Crimes Against Humanity - and the masses are still totally oblivious!
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ChrisColes to answer your question about thr ICC bringing charges against the murderers, NEVER.  THE ICC WILL NEVER be a

solution or be involved  in prosecuting any of the swine foisting this junk into the body's of humanity.  Maybe one scape goat may

be sacriUced twenty years from now.  Why would anyone even think they (the ICC) are somehow outside of all this carniage and

not a part of it.  Let's face some reality here.  Worldwide we're pretty much alone out here.  The point is if you're waiting for

authoritive Ugures or organizations to "rescue " humanity or come to the front in this war for our beneUt...well Chris I'm sorry,

you're still living  in Alice's wonderland.  

We have no friends, NO SUPPORT,  no NOTHING from the international community of alphabet organizations.   Best bet is

millions of local level court activities.   Someone somewhere sometime may draw an "honorable" judge ...but judging by the US

Supreme Court case last week, just Unding a competent attorney who can argue the correct facts in a correct case is proving

almost impossible....then what are the odds this attorney will draw this one in a thousand honorable judge.   Prepare yourselves.
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....I was just this minute watching a 20 min summary vid. from "coronavirus investigative commetee" full session recording -

exactly about this deUnitive proof of intent - and hence crime - by Big Pharma....arriving exactly at the same conclusion: this

Unding must end the covid coup NOW.

The criminals are really smart - intespersing the killing batches within a lot of harmless ones to duck suspicion. But they were

not smart enough to completely randomize their killing shots with a key private to only themselves. THEY MUST BE

PROSECUTED NOW - before they perfect their crime so that it becomes too perfect to catch.

THEY MUST END NOW. - If they are not stopped our existence on this world is.

That comes after military driven bloody mandates covering Portugal-way the whole of Europe. If this is not STOPPED NOW the

continent is exterminated.
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swabiengmail.com
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I think they are trying to take out the First Worlders Urst. All of the people who are conditioned to believe that they are entitled to

anything.
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16000  doctors sign petition but the beat goes on - makes one wonder what the magic number is that would signify a change of heart -

a million ?? - so 16000 becomes a drop in the ocean - these megalomaniacs have ice in their veins - they are sadists that want to see

people suffer and die - this gets their rocks off - more death means bigger orgasms - this is whom Zombie Culture exalts and places on

a pedestal of admiration - they are RICH so compared to me "I am nothing" - this type of hero worship allows Snake Gates to become

the planet's premier health pundit even though his prescription for your health is YOUR DEATH!! - the Masochists of the World are united

and BEGGING for DEATH - this is not science Uction but hard core reality - coming your way soon - and be sure to line up for your

booster - if the last one didn't get you the next one surely will
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Yup, the song remains the same. Psychopaths whose existence depends on the joy they receive when having people swallow

their lies lock, stock, and barrel.
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Stanley, I just wasted 20 minutes replying to Chris coles ICC post.  I should've read you comments.   Thanks Mr  time-saver!  

Dead on as usual
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India has several "death warrants" out for gates, soros, and now clown schwab.
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Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HI there Stan, excellent post.  You were warning about Gates years ago when so many were taken in.  Along with his buddy Fauci,

"Norman Bates"-Gates is probably the biggest destroyer of natural health on the planet, and surely the most corrupt control-freak

in history.

twitter.com/.../1384176894665318402
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This Global Covid Holocaust GCH is just a continuation of the eugenics that the English and US Americans started over a hundred years

ago. It’s about depopulating the world and permanently corrupting the DNA of all humans – to turn them into human GMOs as THEY

have been doing with microorganisms, plants, insects, and other animals. Only now with new technologies THEY can do things that

before they only dreamt about, and some. This is a repeat of AIDS, Ebola, Sars, Zika, Swine Flu, and all the rest of them. THEY are doing

the same thing over and over again.

The planning and execution is identical. Read Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz’s book, ‘Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola, Nature, Accident, or

Intentional?’ (1999). Mutation of genes via Covid jabs is a form of genetic degeneracy that arose out of inbreeding for wealth that was

prevalent in Ancient Egypt and certain royal houses of Europe. The Covid jab is an attack on the DNA of the common people who still

have healthy DNAs, so that the common people’s DNA will become as degenerate as if marrying close cousins – which THOSE behind

the jabs are counting on to become the ‘new normal’. Protect your DNA and your health, keep jab-free! Good People of the World Unite!
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incest as a taboo ensures that genetic variegation achieves maximum random potential - the Pharoanic lineage was due to

sibling intermarriage open to many genetic problems
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Thank you. Your reference to Ancient Egypt and the practice of incest to "protect the Royal Blue Blood- Bloodline," is a reminder

of just why we are not qualiUed to decide what our genetic makeup should be. Eventually a line of drooling, physically deformed,

mentally challenged "rulers" surrounded by a Preist Class who ran the Kingdoms day to day affairs. Sounds like the end of

Howard Hughes days? Sounds like the genetic problems throughout the European Kingdoms. Hemophilia, multiple genetic

diseases. The arrogance of those who think they can mess with Creation's system where constant adjustments are made & adapt

with what it has already known, and what is currently under motion. The Whole of Human Knowledge from the Urst written word,

all our thoughts, even when boosted with Silly Cone Bytes are barely a blip in the conversations held within the structure of

Creation.
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The Great Reset has been around for a lot longer than people like to think. WEF, Bilderberg, WHO, UN, Gates,...and many other

organisations have colluded. As for vaccinating children, this, to my mind, is nothing short of Genocide. Read "The Children of Men" by

PD James, or Brave New World, or 1984 or Animal Farm or...the list goes on. This has been happening in plain sight since the end of the

last war or for longer if one examines the documented history of the world. This is a different type of war,. though, fought with different

technology which meddles with the very building blocks of life, and strikes at the spiritual heart of humanity. Stay strong, build small

communities, stay in the light. Namaste.
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* "Rogan generates so many views & has grown so quickly — strictly because he allows open dialogue, civil discourse & approaches

things with honest intent ... One issue for media & political elites to consider is the fact & Rogan has supporters on both sides of the

aisle."* This is absolutely taboo for the Predator$. This isn't wanted in Legacy Media, the Gov't structures, you name it. When we talk to

hear & understand, not necessarily agree 100% with one another, it's more likely we will likely knock off the harder, rougher edges of our

perceived stance to pursue the best solutions needed for the most critical path.

Rogan is said to capture an average 11 million viewers per show!  The "hottest" Legacy Media personality's run about 3 million. Most

between 1 to 2 million. They are being buried by the voices of the public. The public is no longer held hostage by you will comply to our

one size Uts all message, your concerns carry no water. We are climbing out of our Red/Blue prison, and realizing we are Not Alone.

Pay very close attention to this; * "He [Malone,] also points out that Thomson-Reuters, which has ties to PUzer, is a primary fact checker

of Twitter. Since they in part decide what’s allowed to be discussed on Twitter, PUzer has this hidden inVuence as well (not to mention

that James C. Smith, chairman of the Thomson Reuters Foundation, also has been a director at PUzer and chair of their compensation

committee since 201412)." * This is important as it is a small window showing us just how much the Predator$, Corporate Heads, Gov't,

Media are an incestuous bunch. You will hear Gates is the head of B&M Gates Foundation. However, they are on multiple boards in all

the different layers of society. They've have $$$, & inVuence all across the board. Enormous inVuence, no accountability.
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"They" are the virus! Their Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion have spread throughout this society and infected every aspect of it!
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Yes, the Predator$ are the virus! Their program to save & protect us is the actual pandemic. They will not change. They are what

they are. We are in the process Unding out who we are and what we can actually be. Time will tell how successful we will be, and

time will tell if we are successful if we can keep a proper cyclical balance and keep corruption in low enough numbers it cannot

cause the misery & destruction caused by Death Eaters.
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The ONLY cure for 1984 is 1776. WE THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD are going to have to end this evil satin worshiping mass

murder of humanity stops.
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Seems like he was exposed to the original bioweapon.  The reason I appreciate this man so much is because he is trying to make sense

of it within his realm, he's not trying to please one side or another, he's staying in his lane.  He only says what he knows.  $$$FOLLOW

THE MONEY$$$  Truer words could not be spoken! This helps me understand when someone tells me, "You're dumb for believing

doctors are knowingly harming people."  Um - insult!  And I never believed that.  But hasn't medicine ALWAYS been behind the times

compared to alternative therapies that don't include poisoning the body to get it better?  I mean, that's not hard to Ugure out!  I think it's

the Rockefellers behind big Pharma and those tiny pills, right?  Forget sunshine and developing a healthy terrain - grab a pill, or two, or

three...  $$$cha-ching! 16,000 doctors and more than 150,000 have signed the Great Barrington Declaration.  We've spent so much time

and energy Ughting this pandemic.  

Stand Urm.  Understand what we're dealing with - from bioweapon to Vu season to shots and boosters like crazy altering the blood of

people... different batches/vials.  Russian roulette.  And then there's our leadership, I don't know his name - Fauci?  Biden?  Gates?

 Hitler?  Whoever this is - mandating an EUA (which is not supposed to actually be mandated by law, right?  An EUA can't be mandated?)

and, of course, if it's treatable, then you can't demand an EUA in the Urst place... but let's throw out those old laws and let's throw out the

constitution of the United States of America also!   I was told this weekend, "This entire pandemic could have been stopped if only

everyone had gotten vaccinated." Insert eyeroll. I don't even have words for it anymore.
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The entire plandemic could have been stopped if EVERYONE did not comply!!!
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very well said, loves to sing! The money Trail is so easy to follow.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The whole scam could have been crushed right from the start if EVERYONE would NOT have complied! Too many lemmings

believed the scare tactic lies mainstream fake news continuously pumped out and jumped in line to get the frankenshot death

jabs. It could stop now if EVERYONE stood up and STOPPED COMPLYING!
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's pretty insane that people do not research, given the facilities online, any medicine or shot recommended by their doctor. Many

GPs I've known in the UK will simply assume that everything they are told is good for their patient and even castigate them for

doubting or raising the issue of  previous bad interactions  with a product.

Possibly trying to do everything quickly on a small phone screen is part of the problem, and utter faith in 'medicine' ie: 'doctors

know best'  comprises the rest.  

I've been suspicious ever since friends started becoming ill with CoQ10 depletion while taking statins - didn't take much digging

to Und the cause. (and that particular deUciency can happen with sepsis in covid too - worth knowing)  Of course they did not

listen to me, a mere non-doctor, or check out the info for themselves.  And then the farcical UK MMR roll-out in spite of warnings

 about meningitis  from the Canadian health service and the component Pluserix which was later quietly swapped out (by our

Department of Health to avoid litigation) and exported to Africa. Complacency rules, I guess.
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katein
Joined On 4/12/2012 7:16:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watched JRE with Malone 2x to catch most of the information. Malone was here in Hawaii last summer at an outdoor gathering that

allowed some to be close in back of the stage. Can testify that this man is truly “spiritual” possessing a caring manner that is kind,

measured and sincere.  This is very threatening to the narrative that has lost most of its credibility. Dr. Malone deserves all of our

support.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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Agreed!  Thank you :)
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The deliberate demonisation of early treatment life-saving antivirals - leaving the way clear for the proUteering no-liability experimental

jab agenda - has probably cost the lives of hundreds of thousands of people.  Even now, as Pierre Kory shows people are being denied

Ivermectin on a daily basis;   He relates a recent experience: pierrekory.substack.com/p/saturday-night-Ught-at-the-pharmacy?r=iutjw..  

The fact that lawyers have to get involved to intervene in saving a man's life shows just how despicably inhumane the "health"

bureaucrats have become:  rescue.substack.com/p/a-judge-stands-up-to-a-hospital-step?utm_campaig..  

I have called out the UK's Chief Medical Okcer on social media about his referencing the Oxford "Recovery" trial as proof that

Hydroxychloroquine does not work.  Dr Meryl Nass showed clearly that it does work, expecially when used with zinc.   So the evidence

is there that the ""health"" bureaucRATS pimping for diabolical Big Pharma should be in criminal court for crimes against humanity:  

ahrp.org/covid-19-has-turned-public-health-into-a-lethal-patient-killi..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Exactly, & it did not start, nor it will not stop with the Jab/s. So much preventable dis-ease for decades/centuries, as this Predator

Machine has done everything it can to crush and bury those things truly healthy & in a healthy cyclical balance with Creation.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally agree juststeve.  The millions of people who can't get proper treatment because of covid paranoia.  Plus the long-term

side-effects from the jabs.  And still the bank-rolled fear-mongering msm keep beating the "if it moves - jabbit" drum.  Meanwhile

half the world has completely lost its mind in 20 months, and some insane inVuential individuals appear to be channelling their

inner Goebels.
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juststeve
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Add as Friend  Send Message

If it moves Jabbit..I've actually seen Legacy News articles where supposedly zoo animals were given the Jab/s, & another piece

advocating Jabbing wild deer.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This should be front page news.  How many times has it happened?  What is the name of the judge who issued the warrant without

carefully examining the evidence? americasfreedomUghters.com/fbi-just-raided/?utm_source=AFF-Mailer&..  (1-9-2022)
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vco1448
Joined On 4/15/2014 6:17:37 AM
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Thank you for Ughting the Ught Dr Mercola!
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is driving me NUTS to hear all the commentary about the horrible Omicron variant and how dangerous it is, and how we must get our

boosters and get our kids jabbed.  I had Covid just last week, never got tested, I'm just basing it on symptoms, most likely the Omicron

variant.  I am 60, not "vaccinated", and I had a fever for 1 day, really tired for the next 2 days.  Still tired off and on, but no big deal.  It is

absolutely ridiculous to continue to treat this like a deadly disease, especially when the injections are far deadlier.  How stupid can

people be?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't FIX stupid jack!
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tallulah3
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Pretty stupid
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prior to the start of this globalist disinformation campaign, Dr. Malone was on the short list for the Nobel Prize when one is awarded for

mRNA vaccine technology. Now he is referred to by the "fact checker" Logically U.K. as "a person named Robert Malone", who has

represented himself as discoverer of the mRNA technology which was actually discovered by two hitherto-unknown Germans. Logically

U.K. represents another step in the development of "fact checking" technology: it makes use of artiUcial intelligence to identify "false"

information, and any mention of Dr. Malone's name or even a picture of him results in that communication being labelled "false" and

censored. When a statement about yesterday's censoring and cancellation is posted on a social media site, it is identiUed for the

second or third or fourth time as "false" and censored again. Obviously, anyone who does such posting is Urst downgraded and

eventually banned, and it will not be long before such people are taken away.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uk is not coming out very well in this disgraceful mess!
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/the-carefully-planned-step-by-step-guide-..  PLEASE read. I found this article this morning AFTER I

posted earlier.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a good but long summary
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great!  We get stuck for yet another 4yrs with yet another administration and congress of crooks, hosers and posers.  4 or 6 freaking

years is too long to suffer these swine, and every election is the same long term contract regardless of what "We the People" want.   We

are stuck in these media-driven cycles that promise us everything and give us the shaft.  We can blahblahblah speak truth to power, but

power remains deaf.   Why can't Brandon and Fauci be run out of okce for high crimes, when I can't even get away with stealing a loaf

of bread...and we "look up to" these horrible people?

They have made the 85% urbans into helpless dependents on phony pharmacare, defective foods, gas and the ever shrinking

dollar...mentally crippled plugged-in masses with no awareness of hard reality or actual history. Waiting for Jesus or Buddha or

Mohammad to intervene is illogical when these legendary prophets placed the onus straight on the individual.  Waiting for another

political savior is equally ridiculous. And here we are muddled in a fog of words, opinion and lies; too confused to smell the coffee.  

Mercola, Malone, RFK Jr and Joe Rogan can't skin these crooks alone.  Austerity, hunger and widespread discontent maybe?
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02483-w#:~:text=The%20beginnings%20..

Articles like this certainly don't put Malone in a positive light. I realize it could be part of the msm plan to discredit him, however if he

openly complained of not receiving full credit for mrna then his whistle blowing now seems suspect in my eyes.
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joy894334
Joined On 4/1/2016 8:46:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course Dr. M is pro-vaccine in general. I think it silly to expect him to think they are all bad given his line of work. I can completely

understand why people like him would support vaccination and am glad he is ant-mandate. Embrace and celebrate the fact that people

are waking up. I hardly expect everyone to feel the same way I do about vaccines, but am excited that this is opening up the eyes of

normal people about mandates and the fact that Big Pharma should be held liable. Wouldn't it be great if 1986 were reversed?
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croy8forjesus
Joined On 1/18/2010 8:05:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My parents were "fully vaccinated" (2/5/21 & 2/26/21) with PUzer. On 4/14/21 my 88 year old dad "in great shape for his age" said he

felt "punky" and went to dr. He was told his lungs were clear. "But, get a covid test, anyway." They both got tested. Dad came back

positive; 82 year old Mom negative. The next day, Dad was given the infusion. I asked him to use an oximeter to make sure his oxygen

levels were staying above 92. On my birthday (Sat. 4-17), his numbers had slipped into the high 80's. Two dr friends recommended he

get to the hospital. By 4/26/21, he was dead, 2 months post-vacs. They said his lungs were responding to treatment, his heart would

not keep beating. Mom got her "booster" 11/16/21. On 12/23/21 she felt "weak". Diagnosed and started antibiotics for UTI on

12/24/21. Over Christmas and Sunday breathing became very labored. She, also, had been living independently/driving til 12/23/21. On

Monday, in ER, she tested negative for the 3rd time since 12/23. Her Ejection Fraction was 62. All bloodwork came back "good". We

were speciUcally told nothing cardiac going on. By Thursday morning, we were told it was "diastolic heart failure." Brought her home on

hospice. She breathed her last at 1:23 am Sunday 1/2/22, 6 weeks post- "booster."
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m so sorry for your loss
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am also sorry for your loss.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A Tri-Cities professor, wine business expert dies unexpectedly during winter break

www.spokesman.com/stories/2022/jan/04/a-tri-cities-professor-wine-busi..   Washington State - A tragedy.  He was 43, accomplished

with a wife and three children.   My condolences for the family.  Given a Washington State employee - we know he as "jabbed" or he

would not have his job. Did the "jab" play a role in his passing?  A legitimate question, but per the article not asked.   The questions that

are never asked I call - "lies by omission."   What do you call them?
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Lee1959
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Big47846, you are right about toxins.  I am not a farmer, but my daughter went with one for awhile.  He ran his family's farm mainly

raising grass fed beef.  He told my daughter that he sees and knows the other farmers around him who are raising "organic" beef and

they are anything but.  You can get away with anything when nobody is looking!
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like very much to share a topic that is so strikingly familiar to the justiUcations being advanced on citizens of the world that

operate freely, conduct themselves accordingly, under the laws agreed upon by voters and representatives in elections. CV19 is a

politicized bioweapon. No deny.

Draw now some parallel lines between the now accepted as valid "PCR test" and the state you live in Alcohol breathalyzers readings.

Both of which can never measure an exact amount to a precise measure, that registers an odd agreed upon number by which if you

exceed a registered # by an apparatus that could never understand how complex and different each subject tested is read.

My point being the PCR testing is a playbook page used exactly the way state law enforcement uses the "Breathalyzer" to determine

microscopic levels of matter (Alcohols or dead virus particles) to enable by way of a medical opinion / number (0.08) that you are

intoxicated. PCR 25-45 (infected via Viral) to now have measurable proof that you are a hazard, exceeded the medical mandated of

thresholds that are of legal precedent and can be incarcerated and enter into a "Contract" of non compliance and punished via laws that

apply to consumptions of alcohol toxicity or in the case of SARVCOV2 you are a threat to others. This is what the PCR has been chosen

to do as the measuring stick for .Gov actions against your person. What was and still is considered a "MEDICAL CONDITION" (alcohol

dependent) has thus allowed long ago pursuit of legal system to "RULE and REGULATE" you.  

I do not advocate abolishing alcohol consumptions in society. I do advocate the immediate full stop of laws enacted to force humanity

to inject un-proven bio-toxins as a wellness program.

When you stop entering Contracts with state and local governments. You are retaining your freedoms. Each time you acquiesce to false

information you may become a victim. This is a gross side effect of being misinformed, misled, misguided, mistaken!
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Is anyone having an issue with the video quitting at around 1Hr 55min?
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Izzizz
Joined On 4/24/2012 5:58:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do I download the video?
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi!

Very revealing that Dr. Malone has been censored.

Additionally, I really enjoyed what Pamela Poppler revealed, too. She was also very encouraging. I will examine her

websites later this week.

I look forward everyday to receiving your emails regarding articles on your website. I copy them so I can read them later in the evening.

Very insightful!

Husband broke his elbow so I am very busy during the day. Once the three dogs and he are sleeping, then I can relax and read those

articles.

Thank you!

Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician)
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hopefully the38 minute Vimeo More harm than good, has been emailed to the US supreme court justices that are hearing (now granted)

oral arguments about the protocols that lead to EHA and the facts of twisted and manipulated trial facts illustrated clearly out of

Canada Health. This is huge and should be heard by everyone who is under the guise and spell of Mass Delusions, thinking that the

current .Gov assembled players are looking out for you and your families well being. This status info on the Vimeo highly advocates

well beyond any "Reasonable Doubts" that you are being corralled into a circle of a catastrophic endeavor by a "Con-Glomeration of

liability protected players the world has ever been "FACED" with. These players are actually the ones who are wearing the "MASKS".

As these actions by the promoters for proUts are illegal and immoral.

These facts alone, of which should awaken any and all your common senses of integrity et/all.

The weight of this planned Delima has the force of Gravity on the minds of humanity and must fail.

The mantra was clear from day one for many of us. This is #NOTABOUTYOURHEALTH and never was.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The actor Bob Saget got the booster shot and he passed away yesterday. The jab is like a cult
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't quite know what to believe anymore. On one hand Malone seems very sincere in his "inventor's remorse", speaking out against

the jabs.

But on the other hand I wonder had he received the credit he felt he deserved for his foundational work in mrna tech, won the Nobel

prize etc....would we have ever heard his whislte blowing then??

And if that's the case, then it's "sour grapes" and not remorse at all.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are speculating.  If you don't know what to believe anymore, then don't believe anything.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

4th Industrial Revolution: "An out-and-out transhumanist agenda to end all natural healthy human life and community."
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a supportive report today, from Substack's Steve Kirsch via Rockwell.com:

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/no_author/new-big-data-study-of-145-countr..  ~~OR~~

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../new-big-data-study-of-145-countries
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But in a general social context, the stakeholder concept is even more nefarious, discarding any idea of democracy, rule by the people, in

favour of rule by corporate interests. Society is no longer regarded as a living community but as a business, whose proUtability is the

sole valid aim of human activity. Schwab set out this agenda back in 1971, in his book Moderne Unternehmensführung im

Maschinenbau (Modern Enterprise Management in Mechanical Engineering), where his use of the term “stakeholders” (die

Interessenten) effectively redeUned human beings not as citizens, free individuals or members of communities, but as secondary

participants in a massive commercial enterprise.

The aim of each and every person’s life was “to achieve long-term growth and prosperity” for this enterprise – in other words, to protect

and increase the wealth of the capitalist elite. This all became even clearer in 1987, when Schwab renamed his European Management

Forum the World Economic Forum. “Establishing trust in the data and algorithms used to make decisions will be vital,” insists Schwab.

“Citizen concerns over privacy and establishing accountability in business and legal structures will require adjustments in thinking”.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola for another excellent article. Here in the U.K., we have a retired policeman, Mark Sexton, who has Uled a major

complaint with the Metropolitan Police regarding the whole sordid affair that is covid. Looks like he means business and has the

support of many high proUle names theparadise.ng/Ughtback-update-from-retired-uk-police-okcer-mark-se..
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JUDEMERITUS
Joined On 1/10/2022 6:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Am I right in thinking some of the batches are a placebo or saline shots? Most of my family and friends have sadly accepted the

narrative and rejected my attempts to alert them from early 2020 when I was suspicious of the Wuhan events and soon discovered the

Gates Covid Simulation from late 2019 and saw Mike Yeadon's original video in Spring 2020 and sent it on to others who immediately

told me I was a dangerous person. As most of my family and friends have appeared to not have adverse reactions I do wonder if, due to

a gracious God, they have been given benign shots?  I do know of a couple of suspicious deaths but generally those I know seem to be

in remarkably good health. I just had about a month of likely Omicron (Moronic) but refuse to do tests after my lateral Vow anyway

showed void and I am staying home until recovered. As I am 79 it has been quite nasty.

As there are more and more refuseniks and protestors but little indication the WEF demons are paying any attention I do fear the elites

will cause a sudden disaster before too much SHTF! Looks like WWIII or deliberate Unancial collapse to impose more martial law and

bring in their Great Reset. As a believer in biblical prophecy I see this as the likely emergence of a global leader who will appear to sort

all this out and desperate people will follow this false Messiah.  I love your brave stand but we need to realize this is satanic and can

only be resisted through personal faith in God's son Jesus Christ! Just as there is no vaccination salvation I do not see political or legal

challenges winning in this End-time.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Robert Malone - a foundational force for the "Reality of Common Sense and Truth."   One of many courageous warriors stepping into

the arena to battle the "Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle."    I salute you, sir.   Godspeed.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mass Formation Psychosis in this society couldn't be more evident. When I try to explain the insanity of restricting one's breathing with

the mask; going into the third year, to retail workers - I don't even get a response! Their minds are fully closed to any input other than the

"Okcial Narrative"! As my friend, David says: They've all been body-snatched. Here is an important document:

phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have asked people that work in stores if it bothers them to wear a mask. They usually answer with no I’m used to it. If I had to

wear one all day long for 2 years like they do, I think it would have driven me crazy by now. God didn’t intend for us to cover our

faces. No face diaper for me
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So obviously this Rogan interview needs to be presented to scotus. If the poor justices are so ill-informed as to make the comments we

heard on the media, we don't want to embarrass them by having this information out and in the hands and ears of a majority of the

population while the justices sit on Idle Hands, poorly informed. That would be quite embarrassing to all of us.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whoa, on Legacy Media? Four Pinocchio's from Opinion Givers -sorry, not, so-self called fact checkers, again, not.

www.yahoo.com/news/sotomayors-false-claim-over-100-221408025.html   A quick bit on Scotus ignorance.

www.youtube.com/watch
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micuda
Joined On 11/12/2010 7:49:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

since when does reason prevail? Samuel Clemens noted that it easier to fool people than to convince them they have been fooled
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Theophilus1776
Joined On 1/18/2021 10:46:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Samra Center of Ethics, Harvard University, 2013: “Risky Drugs: Why the FDA Cannot Be Trusted.” Worth a read in these times. Still, if

not more, relevant today: ethics.harvard.edu/.../risky-drugs-why-fda-cannot-be-trusted
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thequest
Joined On 10/23/2020 2:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Theophilus this remark near the end of that article should get everyones' attention: Advice to readers: Experienced, independent

physicians recommend not to take a new drug approved by the FDA until it is out for 7 years, unless you have to, so that evidence

can accumulate about its real harms and beneUts.10
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/09/evidence-that-things-are-amiss-is-stark-dr-y..  Dr. Yeadon was particularly struck by the lies of the UK

Government. It was obvious from the start that the government was lying: "Two weeks to Vatten the curve."?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The whole Covid is in a way a Negative feedback loop, these jabs make it worse...it is enhancing the disease,  making it worse.  The jab

is often lethal or slowly deliberating.  They have been intentionally hiding the numbers of injuries and death.  They know that they have

been injecting people with toxic substances that kill. A genicide !!! This is a criminal operation and the evidence is overwhelming,  a

dubious agenda of mal intent.   Why is Graphen oxide/hydroxide in this shot???.   We know that they are exterminating people. The

eugenics programs and these 5G towers are meant to kill.  The plan is to keep you CALM while they do that....wake up all.
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Tikkunolamteacher
Joined On 5/19/2012 4:22:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Malone seems to be also realizing that he has to confess his role or he is going to be charged with crimes against humanity.  The

bigger risk is that the unclean injected into the body is foretold with the strongest warnings in the New Testament regarding the Mark of

the Beast.  The Judaic community sages also warn about the MARK of darkness that occurs when man has violated the Creator's Laws

of Nature.  I have written a document with some of these highlights and included clues for getting healed according to the original path

of health.  www.academia.edu/39725778/The_Gospels_Great_Commission_Warning_of_Snak..

 ~ www.academia.edu/67019447/The_Miracle_Sign_of_the_Way_None_of_These_Di..
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mike.owen1gmail.com
Joined On 3/29/2021 3:17:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No way Israel is using the same vaccine on their people as is being forced on the rest of the world, they already went through WWII.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tell me more!  What are ya saying? Wow - for such a high percentage jabbed, seems weird to be reading this (you know, for a

safe/effective vaccine and all) www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/covid-19-israel-records-32-000-infect..  

medicalxpress.com/news/2022-01-israel-million-covid-infections.html

 www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/covid-scare-is..   Sure is a lot of news coming out of Israel this

morning.  Anyone seeing any of this on mainstream media?
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ThyroidGirl
Joined On 7/11/2017 3:56:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JUDGEMENT DAY IS UPON US, AND THEY SHOULD BE SCARED. THEY SHOULD BE REALLY SCARED... KEEPING BUYING YOUR TESTING

KITS, AND YOUR MASKS AND GETTING YOUR BOOSTERS AND THINKING THATS GONNA HELP YA CLEAR YOUR KARMA....LOL

~MEANWHILE THOSE OF US THAT ARE AWARE ARE GRABBING OUR ORGANIC POPCORN AND ENJOYING THE SHOW.
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stanleybecker
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there are two types of people - those that DO and those that WATCH - popcorn whether organic or not is high in omega 6 - not

good for your brain
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big47846
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I have been a farmer my entire life and I am here to tell you that here is NO such thing as "organic" ANYTHING! The satin

worshipers are spraying the planet every day with their toxic chem trails (barium, strontium, nano aluminum, and nano bots) that

land on EVERYTHING! There is NOTHING that you can eat that was raised outside that does not get infested with their toxins.

Want to test my theory? Take a neodymium magnet to the grocery store with you and put it on packages of chicken and beef and

see if it sticks! Try it on EVERYTHING not in a metal container and see if it sticks. The only thing that comes close to organic is

plants raised in and enclosed greenhouse with Ultered air. "They" have been chemtrailing the planet for the 65 last years of my

life and I have witnessed the increased intensity of it over the last ten years. I am glad that I am as old as I am because won't live

long enough to witness the total destruction of the human race and our planet. "They" are destroying the planet and no one is

doing anything about it.
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In case you haven't heard this interview with Mike Adams and also want to help this man, listen:

www.brighteon.com/0b08da5d-b60a-4aa6-a5d9-278be995893f   Christopher Key's site. https://vaccine-police.com/   Don't email but

when you call or text (at the top of his site) he will get back to you ASAP.  whatever you can do to help, he would appreciate it.
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I didn’t think it would be long before the Rogan/Malone interview would become the main article on mercola.com and I see now how the

site works. Nevertheless, as we are always being reminded, healthy scepticism and debate is the sine qua non of true scientiUc enquiry.

 I still don’t care if the inventor of an unnecessary “vaccine” is suspended from an unnecessary social media platform.  The resolve in

question, as stated by Dr Malone,  is that “healthy children should not be subject to enforced vaccination”.  My resolve would be (1) to

exclude all children from enforced vaccination (2) to differentiate a possibly protective vaccination from one that is wrongly labelled as

a “vaccination” but more accurately described as a bioweapon.  

If there is one thing we have learned, it is to scrutinize carefully the wordage as used by okcial or even unokcial sources. Example:

“Please follow government advice to wear a face covering while travelling with us” (Advice, yes, law- no).   No government can mandate

face coverings. The pandemic exists. But it is not of infection. It is a pandemic of compliance to illogical and unscientiUc mandates as

a precursor to preplanned bioweapon injection  acceptance as a method of population control.

While appreciating and welcoming Dr Malone’s conversion in advocating against mRNA technology based injections into the human

body,  his journey of “coming to terms with what the World Economic Forum represents.” was somewhat delayed. It’s not clear why he

 was involved in mRNA technology development in the Urst place but acceptable that he might want to dissociate himself from blame

for the devastating effects of these injections. No proper trials were done, a massive cover up surrounds the whole preplanned

 experiment, was he unaware of that deception as well as the tarnished history of vax companies?  Then there’s the ever present

question of funding. rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../covid-19-genetic-vaccine-safety-in
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good posting Cabochon  however your second point  - "  (2) to differentiate a possibly protective vaccination from one that is

wrongly labelled as a “vaccination” but more accurately described as a bioweapon " - here you harbor ambivalence that Vies in

the face of Dr Anbdrew WakeUeld's  statement that he Unds all vaccination unacceptable from a clinical point of view - otherwise

well stated
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Join the March against mandates Jan 23, 2022 in Washington DC defeatthemandatesdc.com
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Malone in a tweet awhile back said this: "we need very active surveillance, tracing, and testing", when talking about the virus. The same

site said, (Malone) "Given the billions of dollars of contracts and grants (see list below) Dr. Robert F. Malone has received from both Big

Pharma and the US Government over the last decade," and went on to list half a dozen or more grants Malone as received under various

organizations he was part of. He also said he was vaxxed and believes in vaccines.  The site says he was also "controlled opposition".
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He was vaxxed AND had covid... he's just your typical doctor/researcher - nothing new here. He was all about it for the right

reasons.  Except (listen to darkhorse podcast?) he started seeing injuries.  So he became woke and needed to speak out.  And of

course, as with anyone who speaks up, the witch hunt begins... censorship begins... defamation begins.   This is an excellent

interview (along with the darkhorse podcast) to get to know the man.  He doesn't guess, he just sticks to the facts.  He's not a

pariah - he's all about the facts.  He's human, I'm sure people will continue to try and tear him apart - but I'll listen when he

speaks.  Respect.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Powers That Be (TPTB) employee many tools and methods as a means to perpetuate their "Pseudo Reality of the

Bamboozle."  One is to "undermine the messenger" and attack their motives and credibility.    Understand this and Ulter the

"message" accordingly.  Think critically. IMHO the message of Dr. Malone provides incredible insight and understanding.
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dav42443
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:43:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Malone got the shot, and does not seem to have much problem giving it to certain groups. Yes, spare the kids - but these things are

potential killers regardless of age. Malone is also all in for a vast array of other vaxxes, also for kids.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...as if we don't have ample proof that Big Pharma is totally corrupt!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agree. Malone is riding the fence to appease both sides. I listened to Rogan’s interview last week. I found it disturbing how

Malone laughed at our (common man) losses. I don’t trust him. But I do feel okay sharing his interview with my pro vaxx friends.

He’s benign enough that they may be open to listening.
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b.f54928
Joined On 11/17/2014 5:17:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like joe Rogan,  but his cursing speech in the name of our Savior, Jesus Christ, is not laudable, but dis gusting.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got an email the other day from Alex Jones and it had the F word in the title and he claims to be a Christian too. I unsubscribed

to his emails. I couldn’t believe that he sent that out to everyone on his email list
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grumpi22
Joined On 6/9/2015 7:12:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

REALLY PUZZLING, this guy who invented the mRNA, who got PAID/FUNDED by the big PHARMA, who is a personal friend of SKUM

Fauci, who worked for the other SKUM alphabet institutions, who has friends in the CIA, ( ALL BY HIS OWN ADMISSION ) is now

becoming a STAR???  He's against the MANDATES but not against VACCINES???  REALLY???  WHAT A "Fn" JOKE...
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree. He say's that the frankenshots do NOT keep anyone from contracting OR transmitting ANY disease? REALLY? Then he

says he did not fully understand what the frankenshots were doing and took them anyway, then had an adverse reaction that

almost killed him? It has been proven by "white hat" doctors and scientists all over the world that the people that got the mRNA

frankenshots are shedding spike proteins like crazy thru their breath and bodily Vuids like sweat and other bodily Vuids, and the

un-innoculated are getting sick from them! Actually, ANYBODY can get sick from them by the "superspreadders"!
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